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Abstract: 
Global world economy, as well as efficient local entrepreneurship, cannot exist today without 
the support of IT and its application in the form of integrated business-information system 
(IBIS). In this paper, we will describe the 4PLTM model components which are the basis of 
Supply Chain Management (SCM), with a special reference to the component of information 
as the main nerve system of the model comprised of: IT system integration, IT infrastructure 
procurement, data processing in real time, conversion of data into information, provision of 
information for disputable cases, as well as technical support. Based on which parameters 
can one define the metrics necessary for evaluation of IT application success in material 
management process? How to use IT effectively via application of 4PLTM model in hotel 
management? Answers to these questions are based on the research of authors who studied 
real documents of material management process in economic organizations, which result in 
defined parameters of success estimation. These are going to be used for a comparative 
analysis in hotel management and as the basis for efficiency estimation of the informatization 
by analysis of 4PLTM model application. The confirmation of the thesis that the same 
parameters are applicable for productive and service organizations will be elaborated on an 
example of a Croatian hotel. 
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Introduction 
 

Running a company without a system that manages preparation, production and services, can 
be compared to navigating a ship without a navigation system; it is only a question of time 
when the winds will blow us out of the market. Globalization has caused, and the Internet and 
e-business enabled, the need for closer connecting of all players within the chain of market 
demands as well as the need for preparation and procurement of resources and production.  
This can be called a global integration in that it horizontally connects more companies in the 
same area of business (virtual companies) via a common production and business 
management system, and on vertical level connection is established with clients – customer 
relations management (CRM) and vendors, i.e. subcontractors – supply chain management 
(SCM). Despite the information revolution, the entrepreneurial success still depends on ideas, 
shrewdness, persistence, diligence, creativity and quality business plans. Each individual and 
organization will be forced to faster and more dramatic changes, questioning the bases of their 
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businesses and delivering more and more of the newly made values. Information need to be 
transferred, not people or goods.  

As an example of ICT implementation, material management processes were chosen. The 
reason behind this is in the compatibility. Within the material management process model, the 
advantages and disadvantages of ICT integration in productive companies were shown. This 
research is structured to be the continuation of the problem theme with the purpose of 
evaluation of possibility to compare the parameters obtained in production companies as 
opposed to service industry – more precisely a hotel. Having in mind the goal of having a firm 
practical background, an application in practice, for this research we chose Alstom LLC 
company together with Adriadiesel LLC, both of which are in the same branch of industry 
and are, therefore, similar in their processes. They both use the same ERP solution, Baan, 
which was an additional reason for the choice. In addition, the obtained data will be compared 
to the data from Grand Hotel “LAV”- Split. This company uses SAP solution in its material 
management processes.  
 

Enterprise Resource Planning systems - ERP systems 

 

Company resources planning systems (ERP - systems) make an integrated application as 
support to business activities of the entire company together with enabling integration of 
company’s activities and processes in an information system that offers an insight into all of 
its business aspects.  No matter what problems may possibly occur when implementation of 
such a system is started, it becomes a necessity to implement it in modern companies. Starting 
point is a business system without an ERP solution and one that is not using e-business. If a 
company intensely invests into e-business, the development path in a coordinate system will 
be more horizontal, while with the companies oriented toward ERP solutions this path of 
development will be steeper.  
 
Connection between business processes and information system/technology  

A business process is a planned, defined and measurable set of tasks that leads to fulfillment 
of defined business result via accomplishment of market results. A business process is a set of 
logically connected tasks that need to be performed in order to accomplish a defined business 
result and the process is a structured, measurable set of activities designed to create a specific 
output for a specific customer or a specific market. Business processes according to Martin, 
Harrington and Davenport can be described as a line of logically connected activities that use 
the resources of a society and whose key objective is satisfying the needs of customers with 
products or services of adequate quality and price, within acceptable time and with 
simultaneous generation of value. Hammer considers information technology to be the key 
performer of reengineering of business processes. He proscribes usage of information 
technology to challenge the assumptions that were inherited with work processes and were 
present a long time before the development of modern computers and communication 
technologies. Davenport & Short claim that reengineering the business processes demands a 
wider perspective, and information technology needs to be observed as something more than a 
mere automation of the way the job is done. Business processes and information systems are 
linked to one another in many ways: information system enables faster and simpler running of 
business processes and it can also help redesign the business processes and their flow in 
different segments, or as a whole.  

Information technology is one of the most important carriers of reengineering of business 
processes. Namely, the challenge that informa tion technology brings solves problems that 
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exist in business processes for a long time, enabling their total redesign and effective, rational, 
up-to-date and timely performance. Reengineering of business processes and information 
technology depend one upon another: the possibilities of information technology back 
business processes and business processes must be tuned to the possibilities that information 
technology can offer.  
 
 
The Fourth Party Logistics (4PLTM ) 

 
Outsourcing is the buzzword today. It has become a readily accepted means of increasing 
performance of non-core supply chain activities. Outsourcing allows organizations to focus on 
their core competencies, to provide a differentiated level of customer service, and to take 
advantage of greater operational flexibility. While outsourcing often provides solid one-time 
cost reductions, it does not deliver the continuous ongoing savings that businesses desire. 
Business process outsourcing is traditional outsourcing and more. It is often taking a set of 
work, tasks, responsibilities or functions and transferring them to an outside service provider. 
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) involves that and more. A BPO service provider brings 
a different perspective, knowledge, experience and technology to the existing function and 
can and will work with the firm to reengineer it into an improved or new process. The next 
significant evolution outsourcing in the context of supply chain management has emerged, 
and it is called Fourth Party Logistics or 4PLTM. Instead the BPO provider seeks incentives 
and metrics to define the relationship and collaborates with each customer as to goals and 
outcomes.  
A 4PLTM wants to position itself as an extension of and part of its customer. This BPO 
provider recognizes the role of and need for information technology in managing the process. 
The Fourth Party Logistics provider is a supply chain integrator that assembles and manages 
the resources, capabilities, and technology of its own organization with those of 
complementary service providers to deliver a comprehensive supply chain solution. Central to 
the 4PLTM s' success is the "best of breed" approach to providing services to a client. The 
development of 4PLTM solutions leverages the capabilities of 3PLs, technology service 
providers, and business process managers to provide the client organization with greater 
cross-functional integration and broader operational autonomy. 
 

Providing Comprehensive Supply Chain Solutions  

 

First key distinction between 4PLTM and current approaches to supply chain is that former 
should be considered in the broader context of improvements across the entire supply chain, 
which includes three phases of work: Reinvention, Transformation, and Execution. 

• At the highest level of the 4PLTM solution is Reinvention. This leverages traditional supply 
chain management consulting skills, aligning business strategy with supply chain strategy, 
to creatively redesign and integrate the supply chains of the participants.  

• Reinvention, however, requires Transformation. Transformation efforts focus on specific 
supply chain functions, including sales and operations planning, distribution management, 
procurement strategy, customer support, and supply chain technology.  

• At the tactical level is Execution. A 4PLTM provider takes on operational responsibility for 
multiple supply chain functions and processes. The scope goes well beyond traditional 
transportation management and warehouse operations logistics outsourcing.  
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The second key distinction between 4PLTM and current approaches to supply chain 
outsourcing is 4PLTM 's unique ability to deliver value to client organizations across the entire 
supply chain. The 4PLTM approaches the concept of supply chain integration through four key 
drivers of value:  
•  Increased revenue,  
• Operating cost reduction,  
• Working capital reduction, and  
• Fixed capital reduction.  
 
                                 Figure 1: Greater functional integration 

 

 

 

                                     

 
 
                                                         
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The Future… 

 
Fourth Party Logistics is the next generation of supply chain outsourcing. Supply chain 
activities are information-rich, complex and increasingly global. At the same time, technology 
and e-enabled capabilities are racing ahead. To enable a company to capture all the benefits of 
supply chain collaboration and synchronization, a new generation of integration must be 
deployed, which is currently beyond the capabilities of traditional sourcing methods. 
Given such a scenario the need for an integrated solution provider is indispensable and this is 
what will make the 4PLTM provider a winner in the evolving business paradigms.  
 

 

Information system – industrial/service sector  
 
Information system used by productive companies must as any other information system, 
integrate all business processes and functions and enable a transparent and fast data and 
information flow.  
Business processes are: 
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•  Computer integrated production  
•  Purchasing  
•  Finances and accounting  
•  Control function  
•  Human resources management and implementing IT into the department  

Ø Personnel policy  
Ø Payroll 

 
Information system of a tourist company comprises of several subsystems that are made of 
specific modules:  
•  Financial and accounting information subsystem  
•  Reception information system and accommodation department  
•  Catering information subsystem  
•  General data subsystem  
But we must not forget that in the information system of a hotel the obligatory modules are: 
reception, sales of accommodation capacities, food and beverages management, warehouse, 
purchasing and all other functionalities necessary for business: cash desk, finance and 
accounting, payroll, basic means, small inventory. Each module must produce exact and 
timely information to create a quality background for decision-making.  
 
The importance of implementing IT into business operations - market success  

 

ICT can help produce a product of higher quality, product that can be delivered faster and 
cheaper. Similarly, the existing products can with very small additional costs, be enriched 
with extra benefits that fulfill demands of customers. The companies today need to ask 
themselves if they can add electronic support service to its product and raise or add value to 
that package in this way – that is, product that is packed with a service. Innovative use of ICT 
enables creation of hybrids between products and services that have a new value, a new 
quality and make an offer that customers hardly resist. These new products are oftentimes 
followed by risk of loss of investments and are usually priced at a lower price. ICT can 
improve the ratio of quality and price and also introduce completely new products. ICT 
becomes the engine of business when we talk about modern Internet economy companies. In 
this new era of electronic commerce and e-business many multinationa l companies such as 
SAP, Baan, Oracle, PeopleSoft, have identified the need to create a solution that will ensure 
not only integration within an organization but also integration between companies, 
customers, buyers, vendors and partners, using the possibilities that Internet offers to their full 
extent.  
 
 
Grand Hotel "LAV" – Split 
 

The purpose of implementation of Material Management module (MM) to Grand Hotel 
“LAV” – Split, was covering the transactions and functions needed within the material and 
services purchase, stock management and verification of all inbound invoices with reference 
to Purchase orders (logistic invoice verification). Material Management module supports the 
functions and processes occurring in everyday business transactions when it comes to 
materials and/or services.  
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For purchasing processes, broad functionality was implemented with the purpose of 
optimizing certain operations ranked by:  
-  Purchase requisition start,  
- Purchase order creation, 
-  Purchase order release.  
SAP R/3 simply copies items from one document to another. For instance, from Purchase 
requisition ?  Purchase order. Logistics information system and other standard SAP R/3 
reports enable a purchasing organization to acquire information on vendors, purchasing 
history, and the quantity of open orders. Material master record and service master record are 
the only basic master data in Material Management module.  
 
Apart from material master record and vendor master record purchasing uses a so called 
purchasing info record. This record contains all the necessary data connected to a certain 
vendor that provides a certain material. Prerequisite for this is having vendor and material 
master records previously defined in the system. When creating the purchasing info record, it 
is necessary to enter company code and purchasing organization, and after that enter the 
vendor general data, producer data, and country of origin of the material. Among the data tied 
to purchasing organization are data on delivery time, purchasing officer code, purchasing 
price, data on quantity that can be ordered, order measuring unit, as well as data on percentage 
of allowed quantity variance when delivered. Condition data make the conditions that can be 
negotiated with vendor and they are concerned with price, and the texts can be used for 
further explanation of each purchasing info record. Standards for purchasing info record are 
used for regular purchase of materials to stock.  
Purchasing info record contains all necessary data connected to vendor for a specific material. 
Precondition is that vendor master record and material master record are both created in the 
system previous to creation of purchasing info record.  
When creating purchasing info record, company code and purchasing organization need to be 
entered, followed by vendor general data, producer data, and country of origin of the material. 
Among the data tied to purchasing organization are data on delivery time, purchasing officer 
code, purchasing price, data on quantity that can be ordered, as well as data on percentage of 
allowed quantity variance upon delivery.  
Condition data are negotiable with vendor and they mostly consider the price. Texts can be 
used for additional explanation of each purchasing info record.  
 

Document – Purchase order  
 
Purchase orders for material and/or services are produced in Purchasing department of Grand 
Hotel “LAV” – Split. Purchase order as a document represents the formal and final approval 
of purchasing transaction from a vendor. At 4LAV project the process of Purchase order 
creation is with reference to previously created Purchase requisition but Purchase order can 
also be created manually and automatically. The system allows tracking of Purchase order 
history, overview of delivered quantities of material and/or quantities of delivered services, 
quantities that remain to be delivered and quantities that still need to be invoiced.  

If supply source exists, Purchase order will be created from Purchase requisition. Besides 
reference to Purchase requisition, a Purchase order may be created manually or copied from a 
formerly created one.  

If a Purchase order is manually entered, then vendor, material, quantity and unit of measure, 
price, dates and overhead costs that influence the value of warehouse material, payment 
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methods, etc. are entered. When creating a Purchase order with a reference to a Purchase 
requisition, person responsible can change the quantity and unit of measure as well as write 
additional comments to header and/or Purchase order individual items.  
 

 

Estimation of Productive Sector – Purchasing Process Informatization 
Success Based on ERP Solution Application  
 
ALSTOM d.o.o. – Purchase order document before implementing the ERP solution – great 
possibility for mistakes because of manual rewriting from purchasing list to Purchase order, 
loss of time to correct mistake and rewrite it several times. 
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ALSTOM d.o.o. - Purchase order document after informatization – by chososing a vendor in 
a database, all conditions are automatically visible due to the integration with all business 
processes which can influence the order, significant reduction of time required for the process 
finalization.  
 
      Figure 3: Purchase order after informatization  
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Adriadiesel d.d. – Purchase order document before informatization – a significant possibility 
of an error due to manual copying from the ordering list into an order, waste of time on error 
correction and multiple copying, as well as physical control of the situation in the warehouse. 
      
      Figure 4: Purchase order before informatization 
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Adriadiesel d.d. - Purchase order document after informatization – by selecting a vendor who 
is in a database, all conditions are automatically visible due to the integration with all business 
processes which can influence an order, significant reduction of time required for the process 
finalization. 
 
       
      Figure 5: Purchase order after informatization 
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Grand Hotel "LAV" – Split – Purchase order document before informatization. The 
ordering is done by phone, and the required goods and material are entered into a table. 
Possibility of significant errors due to multiple copying, and error caused by human factor.  

 
            Figure 6: Purchase order before informatization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

NARUDŽBENICA NARUDZBENICA BROJ/Purchase order no.

Purchase order No:

DATUM:____________________
Date:

Tel. +385-21 500 343, Fax.385-21 500 705

mario.barac@lemeridien.com
Naziv dobavljaca /Supplier name

Redni broj Šifra artikla Naziv Jed.mjere Kolicina Cjena po jedinici Ukupna vrijednost Napomena
No. Item code Item description Unit Quantity Unit price Total Remark

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

8 0

9 0

10 0

11 0

12 0

13 0

14 0

15 0

16 0

17 0

18 0

19 0

20 0

Ukupno/Sub total 0

Narucitelj/Ordered by Popust/Discount 0%
Izravno 
odjelima                     
Direct Department

Porezna osnovica/       
Taxable amount

0,00

Za skladišta           
F-B-G Store PDV / VAT % 0,00
Novi projekt  
Project release

Sveukupno/Total 
amount 0,00

LE MERIDIEN LAV                     
HOTEL AND RESORT

LOGO

GRAND HOTEL LAV D.O.O.   C/O LE MERIDIEN                                                                                                                                
GRLJEVACKA 2a, 21312 PODSTRANA, HRVATSKA,                                                                     

Porezni broj: 1641859

Boj narudzbenice se mora pojaviti na svim racunima                                                                     
PO number must appers on invoices and all packages

21312 Podstrana, Croatia-Grljevacka 
2a, Tel. +385-21 500 500, Fax. +385-

21 500 705, E-mail: 
lemeridien@grandhotellav.com, 

www.lemeridien.com / Split

Odjel nabave/Purchasing Office

Odje l/Department

Posebni uvjeti  / Special conditions

Uvjeti placanja/Terms of payment

Datum dostave / Delivery date
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Grand Hotel "LAV" – Split – Purchase order document after informatization. Database is 
used for the generation of required material and goods, unambiguousness, transparency, 
possibility of error reduced to a minimum. 
 
   Figure 7: Purchase order after informatization 
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Results of Application Solution Implementation 
 
Baan in Alstom d.o.o. company 
 

The advantages of Baan are reflected in the reduction of the number of people necessary for 
the purchase operations. Furthermore, the time necessary for an actual process to end is 
significantly shortened because in Baan system all the data are in one base which makes the 
search much easier and more transparent. The number of errors is reduced as well because 
there is no more multiple copying. In order for the finished goods specification to be 
completed, the knowledge of technology was necessary so that it can be clear which material 
is dealt with. In Baan this problem is solved by a techno logist entering each article in a 
database with several specifications describing a single object which makes the operation 
easier. 

It is very important to stress that the software requires a user to be disciplined and to update 
data, and all due to organizational distribution, i.e. distribution of tasks between people and 
processes in the purchase system, the result of which is the documentation from the database, 
and not questioning and wandering from one department to the other. Due to logic sequence 
inconsistency, which has significantly accelerated the data flow. 
 
Baan in Adriadiesel d.d. company 

 
It is necessary to stress that a longer period is required in order to see absolutely all changes 
and advantages brought by Baan implementation, and that is why I can specify only the basic 
ones, such as: database is transparent after the data have been entered, thus reducing the 
search time. Purchase has a better insight in the planning requirements. In the departments of 
engineering, sales and calculation there is an excess of workforce, which resulted in a 
redirection to other activities within a company. 

 

SAP in Grand Hotel "LAV" – Split 

 
Before the implementation, the ordering process was mainly done orally, which means that all 
required goods and materials were ordered by phone. It is futile to mention and compare past 
and present ordering process, starting from the possibility of error, errors in communication, 
process performance speed, time savings enabled by the new functioning method. 
An automatic creation of a Purchase order is a consequence of material receipt to stock 
without a reference document. This means that in practice we already have a case when goods 
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is received in the warehouse without previously creating a purchase document, and the system 
automatically generates the Purchase order document number in the moment of a receipt 
posting. The Purchase order is used as a reference document during material receipt to stock 
and for Logistics invoice verification. The system enables the tracking of Purchase order 
history, i.e. the display of delivered quantities, quantities to be delivered, invoiced quantities 
and quantities to be invoiced. 
Goods receipt processing is accelerated due to referral to a Purchase order and values in goods 
receipt (materials and quantities) are proposed for confirmation, but can be changed if 
necessary. 
 
 
Research Goals 
 
The main goal of this research is to see to what extent an actual research in the sector of 
economy and with parameters obtained from actual documents can be applied and 
implemented in service industries, i.e. in this case in hotel industry. The starting point has 
been the degree essay by the co-author of this article, on the subject of “Estimation of 
Production Company Informatization Success Based on ERP Solution Application" in which, 
by a comparative analysis of two companies, one in foreign and other in domestic ownership, 
the advantages and the defects of informatization connected only to the process of "material 
management" have been shown. So, disregarding the fact that they come from completely 
different industries, their common grounds lie in the fact that they have ERP system and it is 
thus possible to track specific parameters in the system and compare them with previous 
values, or in our case with parameters obtained from the used ERP system, and there is also a 
shared process of "material management” which is actually very similar to the one required 
for our research. It is similar because during the realization of any segment of "material 
management" process within ERP system, one can track specific parameters which will serve 
for the analysis of the situation, as well as for the estimation of IT application success. Thus, 
the main hypothesis of this paper is the success estimation of metrics and parameters obtained 
in economic organizations and the attempt to apply them in hotel industry. It is necessary to 
mention the difference between ERP systems - Baan has been implemented in production 
organizations, and SAP system in the hotel industry example, so the next hypothesis would be 
that certain parameters can be compared no matter the ERP solution. 

The parameters which were the subject of the research are the following: the time a purchase 
employee spends in the system, the quantity of data that he/she manages to process in his/her 
working hours, the time required for creating an order from the system, the time required for 
invoice creation. We assume that the research will show that the informatization makes the 
processes better and faster, no matter the business segments or industries, which has been 
proved by parameter comparison. Also, even the responses of single parameters in hotel 
industry were shorter, i.e. more productive, which resulted in the usage of 4PLTM model, 
while SCM is used in the sector of economy.  
 
 

Methodological Procedures 

 

The sample has been made in two production companies, one in international and the other in 
domestic ownership. Interviews and measuring of responses of specific parameters from IT 
systems were the applied methods. The data have been processed by questioning, analysis and 
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synthesis, as well as by a critical evaluation leading to specific conclusions where advantages 
and defects of the informatization before and after ERP application support implementation 
have been shown. After that, the results were compared to a company in service industry, and 
then we repeated the analysis which showed which industry was more successful in using 
ERP support. 

 
The results of the comparative analysis of economic and service organizations 

At the global level, the usefulness of informatization occurs in the form of merging single 
business departments, which created a saving in work force and processes which single 
departments have been working on, and the time required for the processes to be finished. The 
informatization creates a transparent database that can be searched from any location within 
the system which leads to time saving, coherence within single functions within companies 
and eventually to a high-quality performance of set tasks.  
The usefulness is, above all, reflected in an organized coding in the warehouse where objects 
are unambiguously described by a BOM. Database is transparent after the data have been 
entered, thus reducing the search time. 

There is no more doubling of functions, and adhesion within companies is gone, which 
eventually leads to better utilization of the work force. Purchase has a better insight in the 
planning requirements. 

It should be mentioned that the number of documents circulating as a constituent part of a 
specific process in companies has decreased because an integration caused by informatization 
creates a good layout of material management processes which single departments have to 
control via shared database, which terminates multiple copying, reviewing and approving on 
the part of single departments. 
 
 
Discussion 

 
We believe that the performed research incites to considering ERP systems as one of the 
specified factors, i.e. resources, representing a competition source. Having one or more of 
such rare resources or capabilities, which are difficult to imitate, is a safe source of 
competitive advantage, both on domestic and global market. Also, the excellence in one area 
of work creates the excellence in other areas as well, so the companies with 2, 3, 4, 5...forms 
of such "strategic assets" are immeasurably more successful and ready for competition than 
the companies having one strategically important resource, i.e. capability, or none. The task of 
the further research, as well as practice, is to define, and than put into effect, the adjustment of 
ERP system to specific demands of Croatian economy, and set such a process of their 
implementation (which, surely, includes the (re)engineering of business processes) which will 
build up export capacity and the competitiveness of Croatian national economy.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 

The advantages of applying ICT technologies can be recognized on both global and local 
levels. Their implementation leads to department merging, savings in workforce, time 
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required for single processes to be performed, which eventually results in a better quality of 
doing business and of products, as well as in a more competitive position on the market. 

We are witnessing a fast progress of big changes in the world economy. The changes include 
purchase as well, which, until recently, had to struggle with operative and administrative tasks 
of purchasing, first of all with writing order and tracking their execution. The purchase in well 
organized companies becomes a strategic function, a moderator of a supply chain, with the 
goal of saving and increasing the share to value creation. Virtual companies, in which partners 
jointly plan and realize production, as well as logistics processes for specific product groups, 
are created. IT systems supported by IT devices and networks for data transfer become the 
crucial factor for the value creation in the supply process chain of virtually integrated 
companies, both in production and service industry. 
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